
Your Online Media Campaign

one: determine your purpose and audience

Online media is a necessary piece of the marketing pie—without a web presence, traditional marketing will 
not work. Your audience must be able to find you online, and that includes social media networks. 

Is your goal sales? Online buzz? To develop a fan base or e-newsletter list? Know your goal. Each social 
media network has a different user base, so research which might have the most of your ideal audience. 

Two: Go to where your audience is
Devote the most time to where it is going to pay off. It is best to have a profile or your username reserved at 
the most popular social media sites (to avoid someone claiming it), but spend the most time at one or two. 

Three: Be awesome. be shareable
Images, catchy quotes, vital facts, helpful links...populate your page with things that are of interest and useful 
to your audience, even if it is entertainment. You want your audience to “engage” and share your posts.

Four: Host a contest or Sweepstakes, by the rules
Follow the terms and conditions of the social media outlet. Even if other businesses aren’t following the rules, 
don’t risk being the rule-breaker that gets caught.
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Five: step out of the box and experiment
Not every marketing strategy works for everyone. Your audience and project are unique, so try something 
new, or ask your followers and fans what they want to see more of. 

campaigns of note:
Marketing first place:

Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest, 
Google, Instagram, Online 
Games, Capitol website, 
featured fan pics/creations
... values fans, image-heavy

SEcond place:
Online blog following, Facebook, 
Twitter - high fan engagement 
and cross-linking within 
Facebook page for release. 

Third Place:
Twitter - with main actor 
tweeting to fans, Q&A from 
director with fans on Reddit, 
video interviews...


